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AERONAUTIC SYMBOLS 
1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
I Metric English Symbol Abbrevia- Abbrevia-Unit tion Unit tion 
Length __ ____ l rneter ______ _____ ___ ____ m foot (or mile) ________ ft. (or mi.) Time ________ t second ___ ________ ___ __ _ s second (or h our) ____ ___ scc. (or hr. ) 
Force ________ F weight of 1 kilogram _____ kg wcight of 1 p ound _____ lb. 
P ower _______ P horscpower (metric) ____ _ 
--- -- -----
h orsep ower ______ ___ --I hp. 
Speed ___ ____ V {kilometers per hour ___ ___ k.p.h. miles p er hO ll r __ __ ____ m.p.h. m etcrs per second __ _____ m.p.s. feet p er second _____ f.p. s. 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS 
Weight=mg 
Standard acceleration of gravity=9.80665 
m/s2 or 32.1740 ft./sec. 2 
lV Mass = -g 
Moment of inertia=mlc2• (Indicate axis of 
radius of gyration k by proper subscript.) 
Coefficient of viscosity 
II, Kinematic ,riscosity 
p, Density (mass per unit yolume) 
Standard density of dry ail', 0.12497 kg_m-4_s2 at 
15° C. and 760 rom; or 0.002378 Ib.-ft.-4 sec.2 
Specific weight of "standard" air, 1.2255 kg/ma or 
0.07651 lb .jcu. ft . 
3. AERODYNAMIC SYMBOLS 
Area 
Area of wing 
Gap 
Span 
Chord 
Aspect ratio 
True air speed 
Dynamic pressure=~p V2 
Lift, absolute coefficient OL = :s 
Drag, absolute coefficient OD= 3> 
Profile drag, absolute coefficient ODO=~S 
Induced drag, absolute coefficient ODi=~S 
Parasite drag, absolute coefficient ODP=~S 
Cross-wind force, absolute coefficient 0 0 = q~ 
Resultant force 
Q, 
n, 
Vl 
p-' 
J.L 
'Y, 
Angle of setting of wings (reln.tiye to thrust 
line) 
Angle of stabilizer setting (relatiye to thrust 
line) 
Resultant moment 
Resultant angular velocity 
Reynolds Number, where l is a linear dimension 
(e.g., for a model airfoil 3 m. chord, 100 
m.p.h. normal pressure at 15° C., the cor-
responding number is 234,000; or for a model 
of 10 em chord, 40 m.p.s., the corresponding 
number is 274,000) 
Center-of-pressure coefficient (ratio of distance 
of c.p. from leading edge to chord length) 
Angle of attack 
Angle of downwash 
Angle of attack, inimite aspect ratio 
Angle of attack, induced 
Angle of attack, absolute (measured from zero· 
lift position) 
Flight-path angle 
r -
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By ARTHUR KANTROWITZ 
SUMMARY 
A theoretical study has been made oj the shimmy oj 
castering wheels. The theory is based on the discovery oj 
a phenomenon called kinematic shimmy. E xperimental 
c~eclcs , use being made oj a model having low-pressure 
t~res, are reported alld the applicability oj the results to 
j ull scale is discussed. The01'etical methods oj estimating 
the spindle vi cous damping and the spindle solid jriction 
necessary to avoid shimmy are given. A new method oj 
avoiding shimmy- lateral jreedom-is introduced. 
INTRODUCTION 
In ~any in tallations of ca tering rubber-tired wheel, 
there IS a tendency for the wheel to oscillate violently 
about the pindle ax.'l . This phenomenon, popularly 
termed "shimmy," has occurred in some airplane tail 
wheels and has been corrected in two way: First, by 
the application of friction in the pindles of the tail 
wheels; and, econd, by locking the wheels while taxying 
at high peeds. himmy i common with the large 
wheels used as no e wheels in tricycle landing gears and, 
because i t i impossible to lock the wheel, friction in the 
no e-wheel spindle has been the sole means of correction. 
Because the no e wheel i larger than the conventional 
tail wheel and u ually carries a greater load, the larger 
amounts of spindle friction neces ary to prevent shimmy 
are objectionable. 
everal experimental investigations undertaken to 
find methods of avoiding shimmy showed that shimmy 
could be prevented in mall tail wheel by friction in the 
pindle. The most thorough work on the general 
subject of tability of castering wheels is that of Becker, 
Fromm, and Maruhn (reference 1) on shimmy in auto-
mobile . Because they do not include the effect of 
lateral t ire deflection, it is believed that their resul t 
would, in general, not be applicable to airplanes. 
The pre ent paper presents a theoretical and an ex-
perimental study of the problem of the stabili ty of 
ca tering wheels for airplane landing gear. On the 
ba is of implified a umptions induced from experi-
mental ob ervation , a theory of the phenomenon is 
pre ented. The theory is then compared quantitatively 
with the re ults of model experiments. 
THEORY OF THE STABILITY OF CASTERING WHEELS 
KT ' EMATI C (O R STATIC) SillMM Y 
Some prelimin ary experimen tal resul t on shimmy 
were obtained by the N . A. C. A. wi th the aid of the 
belt-machine apparatus hown in figure 1. This 
machine con i t of a continuou fabric belt mounted 
on two rotating drum and driven by a variable- peed 
electric motor. Provision is made for rolling a caster-
ing wheel up to about 6 inches in diameter on the bel t 
in uch a way that it i free to move vertically but not 
horizontally. 
On thi bel t machine, the following phenomenon (see 
fig. 1) was di covered while pushing the belt very 
lowly by hand. With the wheel et at an ano-Ie with I::> 
the belt as in (a) and the belt pu hed lowly, the 
bottom of the tire would deflect laterally a is hown 
in (?) . Whp,n the belt wa pushed farther, the wheel 
straIghtened out gr adually a is shown in (c). The 
bottom of the tire would then still be deflected, however, 
and the wheel would continue to turn as in (d). The 
wheel would thu finally overshoot, as shown in (e) 
and (f). The proces would then be repeated in the 
opposite direction. 
Figure 2 is a photo tatic record of the track left by 
the bottom of the tire on a piece of smoked metal. 
T wo things will be noticed : Fir t, that the bottom of 
the tire did not kid; and, second, that the places where 
the wheel angle is zero (indicated by zeros on the 
track) correspond roughly to the places where the lateral 
deflection of the tire i a maximum. Thu the wheel 
angle lag the tire deflection by one-quarter cycle. 
It was noticed that the oscillation could be inter-
rupted at any point in the cycle by interrupting the 
motion of the bel t without appreciably altering the 
phenomenon. From this observation it was deduced 
Lhat dynamic forces play no appreciable part in thi 
oscillaLion. 
The distance along the belt required for one cycle 
was al 0 found not to vary much with caster angle or 
caster length (see fig. 3). Caster length was therefore 
considered not to be of fundamental importance in this 
type of 0 cillatioD . 
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FIGURE I.-Kinematic shimmy, 
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F lGU Il E 2.- H ecord of Lhe Lrack of a wbeel executing a kinematic shimmy. 
It hould be pointed out that, in order to observe 
the kinematic shimmy, lateral restrain t of the spindle 
is necessary to prevent the spindle from moving later-
ally when the bottom of the tire i deflec ted and thus 
neu tralizing Lhe tire deflection. This r estraint is sup-
plied by the dynamic reaction of the airplane when the 
airplane is moving forward rapidly but is not ordi-
narily presen t when the airplane is moving forward 
slowly. It has been observed, however, on airplane 
towed slowly with two towropes 0 arranged as to 
provide ome lateral restraint. 
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Figure 1 (a) shows that, when the center line of the 
wheel is at an angle fJ (see fig. 3) with the direction of 
motion, the bo ttom of the tire de£l ect. This ituatioll 
is repre en ted schematically in figure 4 . It is seen that 
a typical point on the peripheral center lin e must have 
a component of motion perpendicular to the wheel 
center line if the tire is not to skid. Thus 
d },. = -sin fJds 
(The minus sign follow from the conventions used as 
shown in fig. 3.) Since only small oscillations are to 
be considered, the approximation 
(1) 
may be substituted . 
The effect of tire deflection on fJ will now be con-
sidered. For the purpose of rough calculation, it will 
be a umed that, as illus trated in figure 5, the proj ec-
tion of the peripheral center line on the ground is a 
circular arc intersecting the wheel central plane at the 
extremities of the proj ection of the tire diameter. (See 
fig. 1 Cd).) Thus, in figure 5, l' is the tire radius. (It 
will be a umed for the time being that the caster length 
Direchon o f moti on 
Lateral disp lace-
meT?t of typ i cal- -
pomt=d A 
_, Whee l cen fr a l plane 
, Path of typ i cal pain f 
// on fire relative to 
(.'/ wheel= ds 
_J / 
e l/ 
:rj 
",' I 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/,-, __ Deformed per ipher a l 
/ center l ine 
l i' lG U HE 4.- GcomcLrica l relationships in volved in kinematic shimmy, illustrating 
LhaL d~ = - Ods. 
aDd the castel' angle are zero.) . J ow if the tire is de-
£lected in the form of a circular arc, then the condition 
that the torque about the spindle axis be zero is tha t 
the strain be symmetrical about the projection of the 
wheel axle on the ground. Clearly, if the wheel is dis-
placed, it will be turned about the spindle axis by the 
asymmetrical elastic forces until, if it is allowed time 
to reach equilibrium, the ymmetrical strain condition 
is reached. Thus, if the tire is deflected an amount },. 
as in figure 5 (a) and if the wheel rolls forward a distance 
ds to the condi tion shown in figure 5 (b), in order for the 
strain to remain symmetrical the wheel must turn 
abou t the spindle axis an amount dfJ . From figure 5, 
Rdf) = ds. The value of R may be readily obtained 
from geometry in terms of l' and},. . Thus R2=1'2+ 
(R _ },. )2, from which, if },.2< < 1'2, it is seen that R = 1,2j2 },. . 
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Then substituting for R, 
(2) 
If the caster length is finite, the strain will not be 
ymmetrical about the axle, a was a umed here, bu t 
will be symmetrical with re pect to some line parallel to 
the axle but a cer tain fixed distance ahead . H ence, the 
e ential element of the geometry are unchanged and 
all the reasonino- that led to equation (2) i still valid 
for this ca e. 
ince the phenomena repre en ted by equations (1) 
Wheel cenlral plane --".f...c-- ,..--
I 
I 
In order to take account of tires for which the 
assumption made concerning the proj ection of the 
peripheral center line is not quantitatively valid, an 
empirical con tant Kl will be used in place of 2/:"2 in 
equation (2) and (3), thu obtaining 
and 
de 
ds=KIA (4) 
(5) 
The constant Kl can be mea ured by observing the space 
interval of kinematic shimmy. Where experimental 
value of Kl are available, they will be u ed rather 
than the rough theoretical value 2/1'2 , 
i r .Il (a) 
Center line of dls - it- ---------- DY AMIC SHIMMY farfed periphery -- 0 __ ~ 
-- A , ~; and axis of-symmetry 
FraJechon of peripheral center 
line nof in contacf with g r ound 
In the foregoing derivation for the 0 cills.tion 
called kinematic himmy, i t wa as umed that 
the train of the tire wa alway ymmetrical, 
that i , the wheel wa moving so lowly that any 
torqu ari ing from dynamic effect involved in 
the 0 cillation would be negligible. For this ea e, 
from equation (4) 
Wheel central p/ane--l 
I·-d B 
iJ -
I :' (b) 
Cenfer line of dis -~ 
If, now, the wheel i a umed to be moving at 
a velo i ty uch that the effect of the moment of 
inertia about the spindle axis i ignificant, then 
the train can no longer be ymmetrical and, for 
small a ymmetrie , the torque exerted by the tire 
on the pindle will be proportional to the amOlm t 
of the a ymmetry. Thus, the value in pa,ren-
the es wil l no longer be zero but it can be as umed 
that it will be propor tional to the dynamic torque; 
hence 
torted periphery ~ 0' _ (Axle and aXIS of sym metry 
cis R-7,~i-=~-~====~~===--
I 
I d·e Fo;mer axis of symmefry 
\/ 
FIGU RE 5.- Geometrica l relationships invoh-ed in kinematic shimmy, illustrating that 
dO=2X/r' = K,X. 
and (2) occur simultaneou ly, they must be combined 
to get the total effect. Thu 
d2e 2 
ds2= -:;:'28 (3) 
This elifferen tial eq uation corresponds to a free imple 
harmonic oscillation occurring every time the wheel 
move a eli tance =27r/";2/1'2= 7[1 2. 
M easuremen t of the pace in ter val of k in ematic 
himmy have been made for three imilar tire of the type 
ilIu trated in figure 1. These tire all had radii of approx-
imately 2 incbe 0 tha t the theoretical interval wa 
about 0.74 foot. Tbeir experimental interval 
0.65 foot, 0.74 foot, and 0.79 foot. Thi agreement i 
cIo er than might have been anticipated in view of the 
roughne of the as umption. It will be een from 
eq uation (1) that A is one-four th cycle ou t of phase 
with 8, whi h is in agreement with the information 
obtained from figUl'e 2. 
wb ere 0 1 is an appropriate constant of proportionality 
and includes the moment of inertia about the pindle 
axis JUl' If the forward velocity V of the wheel is 
con tant 
and 
V 2d28 - 0 (t.-~ d8) d 2 - 1 K I ds (6) 
The con tant 0 1 may be mea ured by deflecting 
the bottom of the tire a known amount, movino- the 
wheel forward, and balancing the torque T exer ted by 
the tire on the pindle so that 8 tay constant. The 
method of deflecting the bottom of the tire a known 
amount will be de cribecllater. In thi case (6) becomes 
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(rom which 0 1 may bc found . It has been found that I If 0 is not zero, there wm be a component of the for-
0 1 increases with increasing caster angle. Thus, for ward motion contributing to dA/ds. As in equation 
a tire like thc one in figure 1, 0 1 was 71 ,000 radians (1), this component will be - 0. Adding this compo-
per econcF pel' foot for a caster length L of 0.17 inch nen t to the part of dA/ds due to asymmetry, then 
(castcr angle, 5°; no fork off et) and was 104,000 (de/ds still assumed zero) 
radians per sccon(F per foot for caster length 0.6 inch dA 
(cas ter angle, 20°). d s= - 0-02A (8) 
In the study of kinematic himmy, it was also seen 
that the only change in A wa du e to the fact that a 
component of the forward motion was perpendicular 
to the central plane of the wheel. Thi circum tance 
i expressed by cquation (1). It i , however, found 
tha t, if the spinelle i clamped at 0= 0 and the bottom 
of the tire is deflected , the defl ec tion will gradually 
neutralize it elf; that is, the bottom of the tire will 
roll under the wheel. T11u s Lhe asymmetrical (de/ds= O) 
I 
f 
I 
f 
I 
?eripheral _~ I 
cenfer line I 
I 
I 
~l;: o ' d s 
confoefed ~". 0 
region I : r-A-
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
- - --,;: 
1 
E, 
-~<-l 
Wheel 
axle 
Wh eel 
cen fral 
plane 
FlG UHE 6.- II1ustratiog tbe contribution of asymmetrical strain to dA/ ds. 
strain that eArists in this case contributes to dA /d . 
The case of 0 and dO/ds zero is illustrated in figure 6. 
If the effect i again supposed to be proportional to 
the cause , there is obtained 
(7) 
In thi equation, the constant O2 is a geometrical 
constant of the tire that can be obtained from tatic 
measurements. The order of magnitude of O2 can be 
obtained by assuming that the periphery of the tire 
intersects the extremi ty of the extended central plane 
of the wh eel. In that case O2= I jr. 
This equation expresses that, for ~~= o , the contribu-
tion of the asymmetrical strain to dA/ds was - 02A. Also 
f h . I " hi h do/ds 0 or t e symmetnca stram, III w c case A- I{l = 
(kinematic shimmy), there was, of course, no contribu-
tion due to asymmetry. Assume now a linear interpo-
lation between these two limiting cases. Thus, finally , 
(9) 
A method of measuring 02-is provided by equation 
(7) which, when integrated, gives 
A loge- = - 02(S-SO) AQ 
If, with the spindle clamped at 0= 0, the tire is 
deflected a lmown amount Ao and rolled ahead a lmown 
distance and the new A measured, O2 may be computed. 
It was een earlier than O2 was of th order of magni-
tude of l /r; that is, it would be of the order of 6 for a 
2-inch-radiu tire. The constant O2 wa measured on 
two model tire under different load and found to be 
6.2 and 3.4. Considerable variations of this constant 
with tire pre sure and load have been found. 
A method of obtaining the con tant lmown A neces-
sary for the measurement of 0 1 is provided through 
equation (8). H ere it is seen that, if the wheel is 
pushed along at a con tant angle 0, A will increase 
(negatively) until 0=-02 A, in which case ~~= o and 
eq uilibl'ium is r eached. 
When the wheel is moving ahead at a finite constant 
velocity, the phenomena repre ented by equation (6) 
and (9) occur simultaneously. Therefore, to get the 
total effect, combine the two equations, thus obtaining 
(10) 
The solution for the natural modes of motion repre-
sented by equation (10) is 
(11) 
where the a's are the three solutions of the so-called 
auxiliary equation 
(12) 
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One of these a 's is real and n<>gative and corresponds 
to a nonoscillatory convergence. The other roots are 
conjugate complex number and correspond to the 
bimmy under consideration. The roots will be of the 
form a±wi. If the divergence a is positive, the oscilla-
tion will steadily increa e in amplitude (while i ts ampli-
tude is not large enough for kidding to OCCill'); and, 
if a i negative, the oscillation will teaclily decrease in 
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FIGURE 7.-Tbeoretical valucs of di vergencc. frequ DCl'. and phase angle against 
velocity. 
amplitude and eventually disappear. The meaning of 
the quantity "divergence" may be illu trated by aying 
that it is approximately equal to the natill'allogarithm 
of the ratio of succes ive maximum amplitudes to the 
distance between them. The quantity w is equal to 27r 
times the number of oscillations per foot. The fre-
quency therefore is w 11/27r. The phase angle is obtained 
by substituting for e in equation (6) the value obtained 
from the foregoing procedure and solving for A. 
The divergence, the frequency, and the pbase rela-
tion thus derived for typical model tire constants are 
plotted in figure 7. For mall veloci ties (0 to 6 feet per 
second) the frequency correspond to kinematic shimmy; 
it is proportional to velocity. The divergence increases 
rapidly, however, becau e the spindle angle lags on 
account of the moment of inertia about the spindle axi , 
thus allowing more lateral deflection than would occur 
in a kinematic sbimmy. On the next half cycle, a 
larger spindle angle i reached and the proce rep ats. 
A the velocity is further increased, the lag, and hence 
the asymmetry of the strain, further increa e unt" the 
train become almost entirely asymmetrical. For this 
d· . do 1 Th h . con ItlOn, ds Kl < < A. en t e restormg torque Oll 
the spindle is approximately proportional to A. (See 
equation (6) .) The tire deflection A (measured ega-
tively) will, however, still lag somewhat behind e be-
cause, after the wheel is turned through a given angle, a 
certain forward distance is required for equilibrium tire 
deflection to be reached. Thus, the restoring force will 
again lag the displacement. A the velocity increases 
in the high-velocity range, the frequency tays nearly 
constant (see fig. 7) and the di tance corresponding to 
a single 0 cillation increase . Hence this constant lag 
become a malleI' part of the cycle and the divergence 
decrease at high velocities. 
It will be appreciated that the foregoing theory 
considers only the fundamental phenomena taking place 
in shimmy. Other phenomena occurring imultane-
ou ly have been neglected . Some of the more impor-
tant of the neglected phenomena are: 
1. Miscellaneou strains (o ther than lateral tire 
deflection ) occurring in the tire. A rubber tire being an 
ela tic body will di tort in many complicated ways 
while himmying. In particular, there will be a t.wist 
in the tire due to the tran mission of torque from the 
ground to the ,,,heel. 
2. Two effects will cause the stifrness coostunt.s 01 
the tire to change with speed. First, centrifugal force 
on the rubber will make the tire effectively stiffer at 
high speed. Second, much of the energy used to 
deflect the tire will go into compressing the air. The 
compressibility of the air will change with the speed of 
compre sion owing to the different amoll nts of heat 
being tran ferred from it. 
3. There will be a gyro tatic torq ue abou t the spindle 
axis caused by the interaction of the rotation of the 
wheel on the axle and the effective rotation of par t of 
the tire about a longitudinal axi on account of the 
lateral tire deflection. This torque will later be hown 
to have a noticeable eirect on the results. 
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li'WU ltB .- Experiment.al values of divergonce and frequency of sbimm y against velocity as determined on belt mach ine. 
The inclusion of items 1 and 2 in the theory would 
obviously be very difficult. It is therefore neces ary 
to resort to experiment to determine whether the present 
theory giv · an a,d quat d crip tiOI of the phenomena. 
If so, the om is ion of these and any other items will be 
justifie 1. 
An experimental check Oll the theory wa obtained 
by mea uring the divergence and the frequency of the 
himmy 0 11 the belt machine at two caster angles and 
at a erie of velocitie . These mea urements were 
made by placing a lighted flashlight bulb on a 6-inch 
sting ahead of a model castering wheel with a ba11-
bearing spindle and then taking high- peed moving 
pictures of the fla hligh t bulb wi th the wheel free. The 
photographs w re made with time recordings on the 
film, and the belt carried an obj ect that interrupted 
ligh t from a fixed flashlight bulb and thus recorded the 
belt speed on the film. 
The divergence and the frequency of the shimmy 
were obtained by measuring the displacements and 
the times COlT3sponding to successive maximum ampli-
tude (while the amplitude was still small enough to 
mal;.:e all the a umptions valid). The resul ts are 
plotted in figure 8. 
In order to compare these r e ult with the theory, 
the constants 0 1, O2, and KI were measmed on the samo 
tire at the two caster angles by the previously described 
methods. It wa fOlmd that O2=6,2 feet -I ; that K 1= 
62.5 feet -2 ; and that, for 5° caster angle, 0 1= 71 ,100 
feet - I-second -2 and, for 20° ca tel' angle, OJ = 104,000 
feet -I-second -2 . The roots of equation (12) were 
then fOlUld and th divergence an 1 the frequency of the 
205891--40-2 
shimmy were computed for a series of velocities and at 
caster angles of 5° and 20°. These result are plotted 
in figure 9 and , for pm'po os of comparison, the experi-
mental curv ar a1 0 repr due d . 
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FIGURE 9.-Divcrg nee and frequency of shimmy on belt machine compared with 
theory. 
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The agreement between th ory and e}.,})eriment i 
considered satisfactory a regards qualitative results. 
It will be noticed, however, that the theoretical value 
of the divergence are decidedly too large at high veloci-
ties, say 25 feet per s condo A velocity of 25 feet per 
second for the model would, however, corre pond to 100 
feet per second for even a mall airplan , such a the 
Weick W-1A (reference 2). It \ as thouo-ht that the 
discrepancy might be attributed to a gyroscopic torque 
(mentioned earlier) that wa du e to the interaction of 
the rotation of the wheel on its axle with lateral motion 
of the bottom of the tire. This lateral motion may be 
considered to be equivalent to a rotation of part of the 
tire about an aA.J perpendicular to the spindle and the 
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FIGU RE lO.-Divergence and frequency of shimmy on belt machine compared witb 
tbeory including gyrostatic torque. 
wh el axle. Thi interaction gives 1'1 e to a spindle 
torque, which mu t be included in equation (6). The 
numerical value of thi torque will be 1af q" where l a is 
the moment of inertia about the wheel axle of the part 
of the tire that engage in the lateral motion ( ay, 
po ibly one-fourth of the total moment of inertia of the 
tire); if; is the angular rotation about the longitudinal 
axis (if;= }../r); and cp is the angular rotation about the 
axle (q,= Vir). Thu , the value of the gyro tatic torque 
. . . dA 
is 1 aA V/r2 ; bu t A = V ds so, finally, the tOl'q ue is 
Ia ~2~> The angular [lcceleration due to thi torque is 
Thu (6) become 
V2d28_ Ia V2dA= (A _ d8/ds) 
ds2 1fIJ 1'2 ds I [{I 
ombining this equation with (9) 
Here the con tants 0 1, O2, and K I are tb e ame as 
before. For the as embly on which the mca urements 
plotted in figure were made, 1 fIJ was 1.06 X 10- 4 slug-
feet2, 1a wa 1.09 X 10- 5 lug-feet2, and l' was 0.165 foot. 
These values were used to compute new theoretical 
divergences and fr queneies, which are compared l,\rith 
the experiments in figure 10. It will be een that, when 
the gyro tatic torques are included, the agreement of 
the theoretical divergences with experimental valu 
con iderably improved at high velocitic . 
The gyrostatic torqu e i proportional to d), /ds. 
Hence, at high veloeitie , it is ncarly proportional to 
d8/ds ince - A and 8 are nearly i.n phase. Thu , thi 
torque is approximately in the right phase to lamp the 
o cillation. 
EFFECT OF MOTION OF AlRPLA E 
When a shimmying wheel is attached to an airplane, 
the airplane will respond to a certain extent to the 
forces supplicd by the hirnmy. Thi lateral motion of 
the no e of the airplane "rill in turn affect th himmy 
and doe, in fact, reduce the divergence at low velocitie . 
In order to calculate an approximation to thi effect, 
the airplane ,wI be a umed to be a rigid body. By 
thi a sumption, any deflection occurring in the truc-
ture or at the rear tires is neglected. Thc gyro tatic 
torque due to lateral tire deflection i also omitted. 
The following symbols arc u d in the calculation:' : 
I z moment of inertia about vertical axi through 
center of gravity of the airplane. 
m mass of airplanc. 
EJo. lateral force exerted by no e-wheel tire per 
foot deflection. 
8 angle between central plane of wheel and aver-
age direction of motion. 
if; angle between longitudinal axi of airplane 
and average di.rcction of motion. tIea lIl'ed 
positive in the ame direction a 8. 
y lateral di tance between center of gravity of 
airplane and path of averao-e motion. Po i-
tive in ame dir ction a A. 
Y lateral force exerted by thc real' wheel on the 
airplane. 
l2' II horizontal distance from no c wheel and rear 
wheel ,re pectively, to center of gravity . 
l = lI + l2' 
J 
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The ide force developed by the shimmy is E ). }.. . Equation (6) is unaffected. Combining the e equations 
The lateral acceleration is 
(13) 
imilarly, the angular acceleration of the airplane is 
given by 
There i , in addition , t he geometrical relationship 
dY=_ if; _ d }.. ~_ (O- if;) ~ 
ds ds l l 
(14) 
(15) 
The lateral motion of the no e per unit forward motion , 
a suming that the rear whep.l do not skid, is 
if;+ ldif; 
ds 
This motion will naturally affect the rate of deflection 
of the nose wheel d}.. /ds; equation (9) becomes 
(16) 
FIGURE 12.- Model used for free-model test. 
Compressed air 
, p a fapu l f 
,'" .;" 
:J1~....L..J.._(_I_§ __ :-: -my 
o 
+( Clll2mP+ l ;Y 1Cl+ lE). F 2+ l2Ex Z:)~ 
+ Cl (lI m \ '1+ lj~~ ) 0= 0 (17) 
This differential equation has two real roots, which 
are of little interest to the problem at hanel , and two 
complex roots, which give the divergence and the fre-
quency of the shimmy under con ideration. 
An experimental check on the theory wa obtained by 
running on a flat surface (see fig. 11) two model similar 
to the one shown in figure 12. The model was launched 
by a compressed-air catapult, which gave it a very 
mooth tart. The no e wheel wa locked during the 
Comera ---~ 
, Shuife r 
~ 
I 
I 
Sy nchronous motor 
Flashlight lo,!,p 
IT 
F IGURE ll .- Apparatus for cond ucti ng frce-model experi ments (elevation view.) 
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acceleration so that the shimmy would not star t to 
build up before constant velocity was reached. The 
wh eel wa freed by a lever tripped by a wire. It then 
came in to the field of view of an elevated camera and 
the flashlight bulb made a track of light on the camera 
film. The light entering the camera wa interrupted 
ca e are mall . The theory therefore eems adequa te 
to account for the shimmy of freely rolJing mo leIs when 
corrections are made for the respon e of the modd to 
tho shimmy. 
Full- cale expel'imen ts imilal' to the one with the 
modd would be valuable in further checking th theory. 
FIGU RE l3.-Record from free·model appara tus. 
60 time a seeond by a butter driven by a synclu'onou 
motor. A typical trace i shown in figure 13. 
curve was read only in t he region between the two 
arrow . everal such traces were made at variou 
velocitie an d the divercrell ce and the frequency of the 
himmy were measured and plotted against velocity ill 
x Experimen ta l frequency 
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One very rough check wa made on tho \V- 1A airplano 
(referenc 2). Tho friction in the pincllo of this nir-
plane was con iderable bu t, when the fri ction wa re-
duced, the whoel himmied. Motion pictures wero 
taken of the shimmying wheel and some of tho enlarged 
frames arc hown as no-uro 15. The shimmy diverged 
o Experimental d i ver gence 
x 
x 
x 
x 
I---:: -
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Theoretic a l free uency ~ 
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// Theor etical divergence /' /Theoretical divergence 
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(a) f odel1. (b) i\lodel 2. 
FIG UllE H .- Divergence a ud fr quency of shimm y of nose·wheel models eompared with theory. 
figure 14. Two model with different ma charac-
teri tic and different ca tel' angles and tire were L1 ed 
to get two check on the theory . The theoretical 
divergences and frequencies in the e models are al 0 
shown in figure 14. 
It will be noticed that bo th the theoretical and the 
experimental divergences are omewhat smaller at low 
velocities than in the ca e of the belt-machine himmy. 
In general, however, the differenc b twe n th two 
and finally reached an equilibrium amplitude. It will 
be een that deflection of the bottom of the tire play- a 
prominent part in th himmy. The frequency of the 
shimmy of thi airplane wa mea ured at a velocity of 
47 feet per second and found to be 9 cycles per second. 
The frequency was then computed for thi veloeity 
(on the basi of con tants found by the method to :fol-
low) and a fr equency of 10 .5 cycles per second was 
obtained. These results ar taken to bo llldications 
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that the theory will be at lea t approximately valid Jor 
full scale. 
In the application of the theory, it is necessary to 
know tbe constants of the tire to be used. In the ab-
length; n for the mo lel tire wa 0.69 at a caster angle 
of 50 and 1.00 at a ca tel' angle of 20 0 • 
These expre ions for 01, O2, and 1(1 will be U ' d for 
numerical calculations in the 1'e t of the r eport. 
~-' lG lJ HE 15.- lJimmy in "\\'-lA airplauc, 6-1 rrames per setout! . 
ence of uch measurements for full- cale til's, iL will 
be neces ary to use the tb oretical value of the param-
eters K I =2/r2 and 2= 1/r. For I 'DOl (th pindle 
torque per unit lateral til' deilection for a completely 
a ymmetrical t.rain), the expre ion nr Ex will be used, 
where Ex is the lateral force per unit deflection, r i 
the radius of the tire, and n is an empirical nondimen-
sional factor to be obtained from experiments. Tilo 
factor n will, of cour e, increa e with increasing ca tel' 
METHODS OF AVOIDI G SHIMMY 
S PINDLE DAMPING 
In the past the only method that has been used to 
avoid himmy in single swiveling wb: I ha con i ted 
in the application of friction or hydraulic damping to 
the spindle. It will therefore b 1 irabl to et up a 
criterion for the amount of spindle damping n cos al'y to 
avoid shimmy. 
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III thi calculation and also in later calculation of 
other methods of avoiding shinuny, the damping effec t 
of gyrostatic torque due to lateral tire deflection will 
be neglected a well as that due to airplane motion ; 
these omi sion re ult in sm all error and u ually give 
a conservative re ul t . 
First, the effect of idealized viscous damping applied 
to the pindle will be calculated, that is, the effect of 
a torque proportional to the angular velocity of the 
spindle, say K8 = Kvft:· The angular acceleration 
re ulting from this torque K~8jlw must be added to 
equation (6) . 
V2d28 - 0 (A-.l., d8)_ KV d8 (18) 
ds2- J K J ds I w ds 
Combining thi equation with equation (9), which 
unaffected by the addition of spindle friction, 
v
z cF~+( V K +~+ 02vz)dZ~+ OzVK d8 +8= 0 (19) 
OJ cl OJ I w K J OJ cls OJ l ro cls 
In the case of a self-excited oscillation represented by 
a third-order differential equation, ROll th 's discrimin an t 
provide a imple method of deciding whether the 
o cillation will or will not cliverge. If all the coefficients 
are positive (a they are here), then the oscillation will . 
diverge if and only if the product of the coefficients of ' 
the third- and zero-order term i greater than that of 
the firs t- and second-order terms. H ence for the shim-
my to have zero divergence 
V 2 =( V K +.l.,+ 02p OzVK 
OJ OJ I to K J OJ OJ I w 
or , rearranging and solving for K jl w, 
2 K=_(~+0?V) I w VKJ -
± ~( V?kJz +2~2+022VZ)+4g~ (20) ' 
for the condi tion of zero divergence. 
Only the po itive value of K i of interest because the 
application of negative damping to the spindle would 
make the wheel unstable. From equation (20) a m axi-
mumpositivevalueof Kis found at the velocity..jOJ jOzK J, 
which for the model wh eel at 5° ca ter i 13.6 feet per 
second. Thus, the amount of spindle damping neces-
ary to avoid shimmy is seen to be a m aA-imum near the 
veloci ty at which maximum divergence occurs wi th an 
undamped wheel. (ee fig. 9.) This velocity will be 
denoted by 110 , The damping required at this velocity, 
i. e., the maximum damping required, is 
K - I 10JOz ( II K J_ 1) Ib-ft max- to-y K J -y +022 radians per sec (2 1) 
Equation (2 1) hows that it is desirable to m ake the 
caster length small for in this way 01, and hence K max, 
may be made m all . A rough approximation to K ",ax 
may be obtained from equation (2 1) by the use of 1,he 
theoretical formulas for the tire parameter given 
earlier. Using these formulas and th e value of n 
obtained for 5° caster angle, 
K = 0.43r I I E. lb-It 
max -y w X radIans per sec 
Using these formulas , also 
Vo= 0.59r2-J Ex/I to fp 
for the velocity at which thi m aximum damping is 
required. For the W- IA airplane, using 1'= 0.67 It, 
I w= O.ll slug-ft 2 (estimated), and E x= 2,400 Ib /ft 
(from rough measuTements) . 
K max=4.6 lb-ft per radian per sec, and 
Vo = 39 fp 
For the H ammond Model Y airplane, which has had 
con iderable difficulty with shimmy, r= 0.83 ft , l ro 
(estimated ) = O.33 slug-ftz, Ex (e timated) = 4,130 Ib/ft , 
which gave 
Kmax= 13.2 Ib-ft per radian per sec 
Vo = 46 fps 
(If full-scale tire-con tant mea urements as y et 
unpublished are u ed, equation (21 ) become 
- Jb-it Kmax=con tant Xr I ---=-.;------
W rad ians per see 
where the con tant may vary betvleen 16 and 32 de-
pending on the type of tire.) 
The amount of damping required increases with the 
fourth power of the size of the airplane, a would be 
expected. It i necessary in the apl)lieation of a pl'H.C-
tical vi cou damper to in ure that adequate damping 
is obtained at all amplitudes; that i , it would be 
necessary to allow for the nonlinearity of the damp'vr. 
Most practical shimmy dampers have u ed olid 
rather than viscou friction. Solid friction, however, 
is difficul t to deal with analytically in a traigh tforward 
manner. Therefore, r esor t will b e had to the following 
subterfuge. It will be assumed that, if solid friction 
takes an amount of energy ou t of an oscillation equal 
to th e energy taken out by a criven amount of viscous 
damping, it is equivalent to viscous clamping for pur-
poses of damping th e oscilla,tion. The energy taken out 
by viscous clamping in one-quarter cycle is 
where 8= 8maxsinws. The energy taken out by a sol.iel 
friction torque TiT 8max. Therefore, to take out t he 
same amoun t of energy 
(22) 
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(Velocity en ters because the independent variable i 
distance.) 
Equation (22) give an interes ting explanation of the 
fact that shimmy (and other self-excited vibrations) 
will usually not tart in the presence of solid friction 
until an ini tial displacement is supplied. From th e 
theory of small 0 cillation the viscous fri ction required 
to dn,mp a self-excited vibration is independent of the 
amplitude. (See equation (21) .) It will be een from 
(22) that the solid friction required to damp a self-
excited vibration will be directly proportional to the 
initial amplitude of the oscillation. If solid friction is 
u ed to damp shimmy, it will be desirable to in ure that 
the wheel i cen tered when it first makes contact wi th 
the ground . This precaution has been found useful on 
airplanes . 
The value of w2 for the case of equilibrium viscou 
damping (zero divergence) is equal to the ratio of the 
coefficient of the d(} jds term to the d3(Jjds3 term in 
equa tion (19). This fac t may be readily verified by 
ubstituting a imple harmonic solu tion for () and equat-
ing the sum of the imaginary terms to zero. Thus 
w= 10zE. (23) 
-V Vlw 
It is difficult to obtain a good e timate of the maxi-
mum angle that should be used in computing the 
amount of solid friction neces ary to damp himmy on 
an actual airplane becau e the value depends on how 
mu ch energy will be upplied to the shimmy after the 
tire starts to kid. If it be suppo ed that the energy 
upplied to the shimmy a t angles greater than that at 
which skidding starts is entirely taken out by the solid 
friction, then the value of () for which skidding begins 
can be put into (22) and a value of the fri ction will be 
obtained uch that shimmy with all ini tial angles will 
be damped out. This suppo ition is probably true for 
small cas ter lengths. The tire will start to skid when 
the la teral force is large enough to overcome the fric-
tion, that is, when Ex>"= /-L W , where /-L is the coefficient 
of friction and Withe load on the swiveling wheel. 
N ow, if the wheel moves in a direction at an angle () 
with the central plan e of the wheel, the equilibrium 
deflection of the tire will be given by 
O2 >,, = - (J 
from equa tion (8). In this way a rough e ·timate can 
be obtained of the angle eo at which kidding starts. 
Thus 
I() 1=021J.W o Ex (24) 
Substituting in (22) from (24 ) for (Jmax , th e value from 
(23 ) for w, Vo or ..jOl j02K l for V , and the value of 
K max from (21 ) for K , then 
7r IJ. TiV 1 wOlOl ( 11 + K~ _ 1 )3/2 
4 ExK l -y O2 (25) 
i obtained as the amount of olid spindle friction r e-
quired to damp shimmy at the velocity requiring mo t 
vi cous .pindle damping (which velocity will probably 
require the most solid spindle friction). The validity 
of formula (25) is res tricted to small cas ter lengths; 
this res triction should not hamper its application be-
cause the caster length is preferably small . Using the 
theoretical formula for the tire parameters, there i 
obtained the imple formula (again assuming small 
caster length), 
T max = O.17/-LrW Ib-ft (26) 
It hould be r emembered tlla t the theoretical for-
mulas for the tire parameters u cd in the derivation of 
(26) are approximately valid only for tires imilar to 
the model tires used in the experiments. Thus (26 ) 
and all other formula based on the theoretical tire 
parameters will be approxima tely valid only for air 
wheels or low-pressure tires . For high-pressure tires, 
it seems likely that the eA'cctive T would be smaller 
than the geometrical radius of the tire. It should be 
remembered that no conservative assumptions were 
made in the derivation of (26). 
If now /-L = O.55, a value of 19 foot-pounds spindle 
friction is required for the W - 1A airplane with W = 310 
pounds (including propeller tbTust) and 44 foot-pounds 
for the Hammond Y airplane with W = 570 pound . 
The amount of spindle friction actually pre cnt in th e 
spindle and steering mechani m of the W- 1A was 
measured and found to be of the same order of magni-
tude as the computed valu e. This result explains why 
no shimmy was found with that airplan e. A men-
tioned previously, when this solid friction was redu ced, 
shimmy occurred in the castering front wheel of this 
airplane. 
(Later full-scale tire-constant measurements as yet 
unpublished indicate that a value Tmax= O.06 /-LTW lb-ft 
would be more accurate.) 
It will be een tha t the amount of solid spindle fric-
tion n ecessary to clamp shimmy in no e wh eels is con-
iderable even at small caster length . As i th e case 
for the hydraulic damper , it increase with th e fourth 
power of the size of th e airplane. 
LATERAL FREEDOM 
The divergence of the shimmy has been een Lo 
depend on the interaction of the la teral tire deflec tion 
with the angular rotation of the spindle. If th e cou-
pling between these two degree of freedom could be 
sufficiently redu ced, the shimmy would not diverge. 
One method of reducing the coupling is to introd uce 
a new degree of freedom into the oscilla tion. Thu , if 
the wheel i free to move in the direction of the axle, 
the tire deflections will depend on the iner tia reactions 
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of the wheel and of any other members moving later-
ally. Th maximum mass that the wheel could have 
and still r educ the coupling sufficiently to avoid 
shimmy is calcula ted in the appendL'C. The mas e of 
wheel u e 1 in practice are found to be mall enough 
to prevent shimmy if lateral freedom were used. The 
amount of lateral freedom required i of the order of 
the distance that the wheel will deflect laterally with-
out skidding. (ee the appendix. ) 
This ystem wa tried on the belt machine and Oll tile 
W - IA airplane. himmy could be prevented if the 
spincll were prevented from turning through an angle 
large enough to make the tire skid. Experinlent 
made here and elsewhere without thi angular re tric-
tion have failed to prevent himmy. The nece si ty 
of limiting the angular travel of the spindle indica tes 
tha t another type of 0 cillation OCCUl" a t large spindle 
angle. It seems likely that this oscillation is du e to 
the d crease of skidding friction with increa e of rela-
tive skidding velocity . As is w 11 lmown, this effect 
is apt to cau e a chattering type of 0 cillation and, in 
the present tes ts, probably fed energy into the shimmy . 
co CLUDING REMARKS 
The phenomenon call d kinematic shimmy eem to 
be the fundamental phenomenon in the oscillation of 
model wheels. A dynamical theory based on thi dii -
covery gives an a lequate de cription of the shimmy of 
small model wheel. It seems muikely that shimmy 
of full- cale airplanes will be fundamentally different. 
On th e ba is of this th eory, a method ha been pro-
vided of es tima ting numerically the pinelle friction 
nece ary to damp himmy. An obj ection to tllis 
method of avoiding shimmy lies in its indicate 1 inter-
ference with the teering of nose wheel . 
A new method of avoiding shimmy by the use of 
lateral freedom for the wheel is introduced but requires 
further investigation before complete de ign data can 
be given. 
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APPENDIX 
LATERAL FREEDOM 
If the lateral acceleration of the wheel is x and the 
mas of the wheel and tire (and other members moving 
laterally) is m', then 
or 
E ~ - "' - 'V2d 2:C Xf\ - m x- m ([2 
expected to have any beneficial effect. For skidding 
to start, 
But 
Hence 
J Ex >' d.c m'V zds= ds (27) Suppose the vaJue of m' used is that for equilibrium 
This lateral motion of the wheel mu t be added to 
equation (9), 
or 
d>' __ O_O(~ _ dO/ds)_ J' E x>' d ds- 2 1\ J{] m'V2 s (2 ) 
The effect on equation (6) will be mall becau e only 
small lateral motion will be involved. Combining 
equation (6) with equation (28), 
1/2 d30 +(V202+.l) d20 + Ex do 0 1 d 3 0] J{] dsZ Olm'd 
+( 1+ J{t!:vz)e=o (29) 
It is een that a damping term has been added to the 
final equation of motion. (Cf. equation (10).) If till 
term is sufficiently large, it will counteract the diver-
gence of the oscillation. Applying Routh 's discrimi-
nant to obtain the condition of zero divergence and 
simplifying, 
It is noted that mo' i independent of velocity. If m' 
i mailer than mo', the shimmy will converge; if greater, 
it will diverge. Putting in the theoretical formulas for 
the con tants 
, 4,,110 1 47110 d mo = l. Q T~ S ugs = r 2 POUD s 
For the W- IA airplane tlll value would be 11 pounds 
and for the Hammond Y, 22 pounds. Fortunately, 
these values are of the ame order of magnitude as the 
weights of the wheel u ed on these airplanes. 
The necessary amoun t of lateral freedom will now be 
estimated. The di tance is of the order of magnitude 
of the amplitude of the oscillation in x, which cor1'e-
spolJds to a violent enough oscillation to skid the tire. 
After kidding starts, lateral freedom would not be 
damping (mO' = 02EX/0] ), then the maximum possible 
x is 
But 
Hence 
As before, for equilibrium damping, w2 equals the ratio 
of the coefficient of the dO/ds term to that of the d3fJ!ds 3 
term in equation (29), for m' = OzEx/O], 
and 
J.LW 
X max= E x 
It will therefore be seen that the minimum amount of 
lateral freedom nece sary on either side of the wheel is 
equal to the amount that the tire will deflect laterally 
before skidding when the weight of the wheel is the 
required value. Thi s approximation is rough and no 
conservative a sumptions were made other than the 
one implicit in the neglect of whatever spindle friction 
may be present. For the W- 1A airplane, the calculated 
amount of lateral freedom required is O. 5 inch on 
either side of the wheel and, for the Hammond Y air-
plane, 0.91 inch. 
In the application of lateral freedom to an airplane 
wheel, means for keeping the wheel centered in the 
lateral travel must be provided. It can be hown that 
the application of spring-re toring forces sufficiently 
large to accomplish this purpose would tend to make 
the wheel himmy. It was found, however, in a lateral-
freedom arrangement that, when the wheel ,wa tilted, 
it would tend to ride on the lowest portion of the axl e. 
From figure 16 the point A has a smaller rolling radiu 
than the point 8 but the point A must make as many 
revolutions a point 8. H ence, if no skidding occurs, 
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point A will tend to lag behind point 8. Then the re-
sul tant couple will turn the wheel about the spindle 
axi in such a direction that the forward motion will 
supply a side force causing the wheel to slide "down-
hill" on the axle. This effect is found to be more than 
rt wheel 
FWUBE 16.- Tilted axle. 
Ax/e_ 
: 
large enough to overcome the component of the weight 
of the airplane that would tend to make the wheel slide 
" uphill." If an axle that is convex downward is used, 
the wheel will therefore always seek the lowest point, 
which in this case will be the center of the lateral 
travel. Both theoretically and experimentally, t.he 
lowest point ha been found to be a point of stable 
equilibrium. 
Two metho 1 of u,pplying lateral freedom to a caster-
ing wheel were tested on the belt machine. The fi rst 
method was simply to allow the wheel to slide along the 
axle. The second method was to allow the wheel to 
ro tate about two axe in a vertical plane perpendicular 
to the axle. Shimmying in models could be avoided by 
either method. The second method, however, did not 
involve making the fork any wider. 
Additional full-scale te ts of the fir t system were 
made of the W - 1A airplane. An axle curved down-
ward was used to keep the wheel centered. A rad:ius 
of curvature equal to 6 times the tire radius was arbi-
trarily chosen. The wheel centered satisfactorily and, 
on a rough turf-covered flying field, himmy was pre-
vented by the use of one-half inch of lateral freedom on 
either side of the wheel. On concrete with a lateral 
freedom of three-fourths inch, the wheel could be made 
to himmy by taxying over a severe bump at a moder-
ate speed and at an angle that would introduce a large 
initial angular deflection of the wheel. In order to 
prevent shimmy under these conditions, the rotation of 
the spindle was limi ted by tops to ± 13°. The pilot 
did not regard this restriction of pindle freedom as 
objectionable for the ground handling of the airplane. 
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Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows 
-
I 
Axis I Moment about axis I Angle Velocities 
D esignation Sym-bol 
LongitudinaL ___ _ X 
LateraL __ _____ __ Y NormaL _____ ____ Z 
Absolute coefficients of moment 
G=~ C =M 
I qbS m qcS 
(rolling) (pitching) 
Force 
(parallel 
to axis) 
symbol Designation 
X 
Y 
Z 
Rolling ___ __ 
Pitching __ __ 
yawing ___ _ 
N 
On=qbS 
(yawing) 
Linear 
Sym- Positive Designa- Sym- (compo- Angular bol 
L 
M 
N 
direction tion bol nent along 
axis) 
- -
Y--tZ Roll ___ __ <f> u P 
Z--tX Pitch ___ _ (} v q 
X--t Y yaw _____ 
'" 
tV r 
Angle of set of control surface (relative to neutral 
position), o. (Indicate surface by proper subscript.) 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
D, 
p, 
p/D, 
V', 
Vs, 
T, 
Q, 
Diameter 
Geometric pitch 
Pitch ratio 
Inflow velocity 
Slipstream velocity 
Thrust, absolute coefficiont OT= ~D{ 
pn 
Torque, absolute coefficient CQ= 9D, pn- u 
P , 
a., 
Ti, 
n, 
Power, absolute coefficient Cp = ~ no, pnLF 
5/115 Speed-power coefficiont=-y ~n2 
Efficiency 
Revolutions per second, r.p.s. 
Effective helix angle=tan-{2;-n) 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
1 hp.=76.04 kg-m/s=550 it-Ib. /sec. 
1 metric horsepower = 1.0132 hp. 
1 m.p.h.=0.4470 m.p.s . 
1 m.p.s.=2.2369 m.p.h. 
1 Ib.=0.4536 kg. 
1 kg=2.2046 lb. 
1 mi.=1,609.35 m=5,280 ft. 
1 m=3 .2808 ft. 
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